
Standard sharpener

Professional sharpener

Duplex sharpener

FOR SHARP BLADES WORLDWIDE

iSTOR pocket scissors -
the small pocket scissors
with the big punch.

100% Swiss-made with
blades made of best-
quality stainless steel!

For homemakers,
hobbyists, teachers and
tourists. No pointed parts,
no corners and no sharp
edges.

This unique grinding and sharpening tool for the craftsman
grinds and sharpens all damaged blades. Ideal for use in the
garden, on the farm and in the workshop.

Easy and safe to use
Exceptional wear resistance
Excellent hardness
High lifetime

Eliminates nicks on all damaged blades
The grinder is made of diamond coated hardened steel
The sharpening blade is a special hard metal mixture -
as hard as diamond
Sharpens any kind of blade

THE TOP ADVANTAGES:

iSTOR DIAMOND GRINDER:

POLISHES WITH A DIAMOND-
COATED GRINDER

POCKET SCISSORS

1.

2.

3.

GRINDER DUPLEX

SHARPENER

This beautiful gift package contains an iSTOR
STANDARD SWISS SHARPENER® in red and 1
original Victorinox pocket knife with 8
functions!diamond coated grinder

Length:19cm

heavy duty sharpener

SHARPENER

GIFT SET

For more information visit your nearest BERNINA dealer or contact
BERNINA head office on (011) 726 1800, marketing@berninasa.com
or visit iSTOR’S website at www.istorsharpener.ch

Distributed by

PTY (LTD)

Sales and service by:

EASY TO USE:

With the flat side of the diamond grinder, grind the blade with a
rotating movement at an angle of 20 -30 (like a sharpening stone).

Pull the concave sharpening edge gently along the blade edge at an
angle of 30 -50 . Work only with one side of the sharpener.
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° °



Thanks to its size, not only professionals who prefer a
sharpener with a bigger handle and sharpening section
think it's great. The thumb guard allows you to sharpen
large kitchen knives and garden shears for instance. The
hole in the handle is a practical feature for hanging the
sharpener from a hook.

STANDARD

SHARPENER

PROFESSIONAL

SHARPENER

INDISPENSABLE FOR:

Housewives
Cooks
Gardeners
Wine growers
Farmers

iSTOR SWISS SHARPENER® - the Original Swiss Sharpeners
for Home, Garden, Hobby and Workshop.

Blunt blades of any kind get re-sharpened in only a few
seconds. Easy to use – with the desired outcome. TOP ADVANTAGES:

No pressure required
Gentle on the blade
Won’t form a burr on the edge

EASY TO USE:

Place the (standard or professional) on
the blade to be sharpened, tilt 30 -50

iSTOR SWISS SHARPENER®
° ° and gently stroke from

handle to tip or from tip to handle until desired sharpness is
achieved and then repeat on the other side. Using even softer
strokes, hone gently to remove any burring. For serrated blades
sharpen only on the flat (back) side to rejuvenate points. The
sharpener will not form a shoulder on the blade, thus maintaining
the edge and sharpness of the blade much longer.

larger aluminium handle

Length:14cm

thumb guard

hole for easy hanging

The standard model is the smallest sharpener in the range.
There is room for it everywhere - in the kitchen drawer, in
your tool box or, when you are out and about in your
trouser pocket and it is especially suited for sharpening
small knives and shears. Indispensable to have with you
even when you are on the move.

aluminium handle

composite steel blade

Length:10cm

SHARPENS FISH HOOKS AND
OTHER OUTDOOR GADGETS

SHARPENS SCISSORS

TOP ADVANTAGES:

No pressure required
Gentle on the blade

Has a hole for easy storing
Thumb guard

SHARPENS STRAIGHT BLADES SHARPENS SERRATED BLADES

SHARPENS ALL
GARDEN TOOLS

SHARPENS SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS

SHARPENS SERRATED
AND STRAIGHT KNIVES

Won’t form a burr on the edge
Small enough to carry around

Foresters
Fisherman and Hunters
Farriers
Campers and hikers
Yacht owners and captains

SHARPENS IN SECONDS:

Meat and bread knives
Scissors
Secateurs and pruning shears
Hoof knives
Tin snips

Fish hooks
Scythes
Sickles and axes
Lawn-mover blades
Bush knives

Our customers say:
“The iSTOR SWISS SHARPENER is the best
sharpening tool for all kinds of blades”

®


